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PART 1 - ABORIGINAL AND EUROPEAN KNOWLEDGE OF
THE MULGARA

CHAPTER 2

Al3ORIGINAL KNOWLEDGE OF MULGARA NATURAL
HISTORY

1.0 Introduction
The knowledge of arid zone ecology held by Aboriginal people is vast and insightful.
Increasingly, scientists are becoming aware of the value of indigenous knowledge and
the potential for combining the two types of knowledge to develop a more holistic
view of Australian environments (e.g. Finlayson, 1961; Burbidge et al., 1988; Birkhead
et a/.,1992; Williams and Baines, 1993; Baker et al., 1993).

I have been fortunate to have had the opportunity to work closely with Aboriginal
people at ilium National Park, N.T., and Anangu Pitjantjatjara Lands, S.A., over the
past 10 years. A primary focus of this work has been recording the traditional
knowledge component for collaborative biolo3ical surveys carried out by Aboriginal
traditional owners and national park agencies (eg. Baker and Mutitjulu Community,
1992; Baker et al., 1993; Nesbitt and Baker, - 993; Baker and Snowdon, 1995). These
surveys have been aimed at developing appropriate land management strategies based
on the combination of both knowledge systems. It was, therefore, a natural extension
for me to work where possible with Aboriginal people on this research project.

For Aboriginal people, reading tracks and other sign in the sand is similar to reading a
book. The sign tells people what animals are there, where they are going and what they
are doing. Thus the actions of tracking and &scribing natural history are strongly
interlinked. Aboriginal people worked with me on much of this research and indeed
taught me the tracking skills I required to carry out my field work. During these times
they also imparted some of their knowledge to me about the natural history of
mulgaras This information provided me with valuable insight and background upon
which to design other aspects of my research work and is therefore highly relevant to
this thesis. I present the information in this chapter to provide the reader with some
insight into the direction from which this research project was derived and to offer
them an opportunity to view how Aboriginal leople perceive the mulgara in its natural
environment.

Aboriginal knowledge is based on the accumulated experiences passed from
generation to generation. This knowledge enc ompasses a combination of Tjukurpa
(Law/Religion) and personal observation. Tjukurpa is a Pitjantjatjara language term
which describes a complex combination of religious and social law. It is sometimes
loosely called "Dreaming" by non-Aboriginal people. It provides Aboriginal people
with the knowledge of how they and the landscape were created, their relationships to
each other, including the animals and plants, and provides a geographic map of the
country. It also identifies the social and legal protocols for their society including how
and when certain animals can be killed and prepared for eating.
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Mulgaras are considered good food and in some parts of the arid zone are still hunted.
The knowledge required to effectively hunt includes the types of preferred habitat.,
specific localities where mulgaras may be found and detailed biological knowledge.

Aboriginal people are very concerned with the proper management of knowledge.
Knowledge is not considered in the same way as science tends to consider it, i.e.
information that can be disseminated freely, tested and criticised. For Aboriginal
people, knowledge stands true to itself; it is not open to interpretation or criticism. In
addition, providing knowledge to others carries with it particular responsibilities and
also places responsibilities on the receiver. For example, there are complex levels of
distinction between 'public' knowledge and 'secret/ restricted' knowledge. Ecological
knowledge is not discrete knowledge as in science; rather it is an integral part of
religious knowledge and is therefore subject t3 certain access restrictions.

Accordingly I accept the responsibilities placed on me and present this information
virtually as it was presented to me. I have not attempted to assess or greatly interpret it
but rather allow it to speak on its own behalf. There are necessarily aspects that may
not conform with our scientific view of the world, and there are some differences in
information provided by various groups of people.

All of the information reported here belongs to the Aboriginal people who provided it.
They retain all control and copyright over this material. Accordingly this chapter
should not be reproduced or sections used from it without the appropriate
Community's or Land Council's written permission.

1.1 Working in cross-cultural situations
A number of researchers including Finlayson (1961), Burbidge et al. (1988),
Tunbridge (1991) and Baker et al. (1993) have travelled to Aboriginal communities to
record people's knowledge of the arid zone fauna and have reported on various
aspects of working in cross-cultural situations. Working cross-culturally creates a
number of difficulties with which the researcher and the Aboriginal informants have to
deal. Firstly it takes time to establish the relationship and trust necessary to be able to
work effectively together, especially when ycu arrive unknown at a Community. Et is
advantagous to have contacts or be known already by community members. Field
work involving cross-cultural work often takes much longer, and at times social
protocols and commitments of the community or individual can become a higher
priority than the research. This can lead to lengthy delays or cancellation of work.

Aboriginal informants must decide what appropriate level of information can be given,
and the onus is on the researcher to be very clear about what they want to do with the
information prior to commencing any recording. If restricted information is given in
confidence and then revealed by the researcher in a public forum, the Aboriginal people
become responsible for this sacrilegious breach and are duly punishable by the
community. This concern for appropriate use of information means that much of the
knowledge held by Aboriginal people cannot be made accessible to researchers,
particularly when it is to be presented publicly. The researcher must ensure that all of
the information they intend to report on is appropriate for use in public.
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There are approximately twelve language groups within the area studied, seven of
these are dialects within the Western Desert Language Group. Other language groups
include the Arandic, Ngarrkic and Ngumbin (Goddard, 1990). Figure 1 shows a
simplified map of the regions where these languages are used. Many of the Aboriginal
people who participated in this research were Aboriginal language speakers with little
or no English. I have some Pitjantjatjara language skills and was able to use a
combination of Pitjantjatjara and English to communicate. On occasion, Aboriginal
people with good English skills also acted as interpreters when it was clear that I was
not understanding what was being said. It is often the case, as with myself, that people
can understand another language being spoken, but have difficulty speaking it
themselves. This worked quite well in that I could ask questions in basic Pitjantjatjara
or English and people would reply in Pitjantjatjara. Although the information was
collected from a range of different language speakers e.g. Pitjantjatjara,
Yankunytjatjara, Ngaanyatjarra, Pintupi, Luritja and Waripiri, most Aboriginal people
are multi-lingual and could understand and communicate in Pitjantjatjara.

Figure 1: Aboriginal communties and language groups (modified from Goddard,
1990)
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One aspect of recording information from Aboriginal language groups is the choice of
orthography. Aboriginal languages are not traditionally written languages, which has
resulted in linguists developing written languages and alphabets. Different linguists
have varied approaches to spelling and alphabetic use for non- English sounds and
these differing approaches are reflected in alternative styles for the same language. For
example, in Pitjantjatjara, there are two types of 'R' sounds; one is a rolled R and the
other a flapped R. In one orthography (as accepted by the Institute for Aboriginal
Development, IAD), the rolled R is spelt as a single `R', while the flapped R has a
retroflex i.e. R. Linguists in Western Australia, however, tend to use a 'RR' for the
rolled R and a single '11' for the flapped R (see Burbidge et al., 1988). I have chosen
to use the orthography as accepted by IAD and as presented in the Pitjantjatjara/
Yankunytjatjara Dictionary (Goddard, 1990)

Many of the Aboriginal people who provided information and participated in the field
work were elderly people who remember the arrival of Europeans. They have a vast
store of unique knowledge, not only about mulgaras but also on a host of other CWR
mammals and the changes that occurred with the arrival of Europeans and their
animals. Unfortunately several of these people have recently passed away.

In areas where mulgaras are no longer apparently present, a combination of museum
skins, Language names, photographs and descriptions were used to identify the animal
that I was looking for. With all of these approaches there are a number of inherent
difficulties. Senior Aboriginal people (those with no literacy skills) often have difficulty
identifying animals from photographs due to their two-dimensionality and lack of true
size. Additional difficulties are faced with museum skins as they are often flattened and
in a poor state of repair. For example, the South Australian Museum skin of a mulgara
has a black mark across its hindquarters from a trap, which makes it look as if it has
stripes, and it has a very thin tail as the animal was in poor condition when captured.
This particular specimen often created more confusion than clarity because it did not
actually look like a mulgara. Also when working with a group of people, there are
strong cultural protocols about who provider the information. At times, this means that
the 'spokesperson' is actually not very knowledgable about the animal in question and
is fed information from others sitting behind them. Occasionally this means that
confusion exists over the information provided and some of the information is lost in
the process.

Aboriginal society is strongly gender based both in terms of appropriate protocols for
working with people and with the partitioning of gathering of food resources. Being a
female, it was most appropriate for me to work with women, although it was
acceptable for me to work with senior men. [ was, however, usually accompanied by at
least one woman. Having restricted access across gender can be at times a limiting
factor in the type of information that Aboriginal people will impart. With respect to the
mulgara, however, this was not a major issue as women typically hunted mulgaras and
were therefore often more familiar with details of their natural history.



2.0 Aboriginal names for mulgara
Spencer (1896, 2:19) recorded the name amperta for mulgaras at Charlotte Waters,
N.T., and wrote that :

"The blacks state that the male is never found in the same burrow with the
female when the latter has young, but that they return later on".

He recorded that amperta lived in grass lined burrows, in sandy and stony tablelands.
He found specimens frequently burrowing in the stony plains around Charlotte Waters,
but noted that they did not seem to occur further north.

Wood-Jones (1923) and Bolam (1930) recorded the original name mulgarra from
Aboriginal people around Ooldea soak in Soul h Australia, and another name amperta
from Charlotte Waters. Bolam (in Gara in prep, p10) referred to the "crest-tailed
phascogale" called the mulgarra and stated that in the Ooldea area:

" The young bandicoots, House-buildiig Rats, Mice etc., are easy prey for the
little Phascogale, which not only catch them when out feeding, but raid their
homes and cause great slaughter. In periods of drought the Phascogales and
foxes create havoc among the timid animals."

Daisy Bates listed murrja or "mane-tailed rat" in vocabularies collected at Ooldea
(Gara in prep) while Otto Lipfert recorded the name minjau during his collecting trip
up the Canning Stock Route, W. A., in 1931 (Western Australian Museum record).

Finlayson (1961) worked extensively with Aboriginal people during the 1930's and
1950's. He used authentic specimens wherever possible, allowing people to freely
examine them. He then cross-checked the names by interviewing across a widely
separated group of informants. A list of the names recorded from different language
groups is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Aboriginal language groups and Flames recorded by Finlayson (1961)

Aboriginal Language Group 	 Names for mulgara
Wankangurru	 Mudagoora
Pitjantjatjara	 Muritcha
Arrernte/Elyowra	 Ampurt a
Warlpiri	 Narloodi, Tajinna
(Note: Different spellings are used by different authors, e.g. muritcha was spelt murrja
by Daisy Bates, ampurta was spelt amperta by Spencer and Wood-Jones.)

The name mudagoora was recorded by Finlayson (1935) as specifically referring to
D. c. hillieri (Thomas) and applied to all of the specimens collected from areas east of
Lake Eyre. Finlayson believed that the hillier■ sub-species was restricted to east of
Lake Eyre and that Spencer's specimen from Charlotte Waters (amperta) was the
other sub-species, D. c. typica (i.e. cristicauaa).

13
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Burbidge and Fuller (1979) recorded the name mingkiri; however, they noted that
there was confusion between mulgara and other species, due to their difficulty in
describing the animals and not having good photographs of them. From my experience
and others in more recent years (Goddard, 1990; Baker et al., 1993), mingkiri is
actually a generic name used to describe a group of small rodents and dasyurids which
can include mulgara.

Gibson (1986) recorded names used by Walpiri and Pintupi people for mulgara in the
Tanami Desert, N.T. Nyalurti was most commonly used by western Walpiri and
Pintupi while jajina was more commonly used by eastern Walpiri. Other names that
were recorded were mingajurru, munyupurru, murrja, minipunda and ngirnti-kuturu
(tail like a digging stick).

In 1990 Warnman people captured a mulgara Rudall River National Park, W.A.,
calling it langarnalu (Thieberger pers. comm.) and Pat Low (pers. comm.) reported on
jajalpi (mulgara) sign south of Christmas Cree'K, W.A., in 1993.

A survey focussed on collecting information on mammals from Aboriginal
communities was undertaken by a team of researchers in the 1980s (Burbidge et al.,
1988). The team used museum specimens where possible and during this survey they
recorded a number of names for mulgara from different language groups. The names
recorded are presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Aboriginal language groups and names collected by Burbidge et al.
(1988)

Aboriginal Language Group	 Names for mulgara
Eastern Arrernte	 Ampurta, Atiyu
Kartujarra	 Kakati, Miniilka, Minyi-minyi,

Talingkatawunpa
Luritja	 Murrtja
Mangala	 Miniilka , Minyi-minyi, Tjatjalpi
Manytjilytjarr a	 Kakati, Minirlya, Minyi-minyi, Murrtja,

Papanytji
Ngaatjatjarra	 Kakati, Minyi-minyi, Murrtja, Nyalurti
Pintupi	 Kakati, Kurralkura, Minyi-minyi,

lvlinyipurru, Murrtja, Nyalurti,
l lapanytji/Papalytji, Putjapurru,
'Calingkatawunpa

Pitjantjatjara	 Murrtja, Nyalurti
Putitjarra	 Miniilka, Minyi-minyi, Murrtja
Walmatjarai	 Miniilka, Minyipanta, Tjatjalpi
Wangkatjungka	 VIinirlya, Minyipanta,

Vlunyantji/Minyantji, Papanytji,
Putjapurru

Warlpiri	 Murrtja, Nyalurti, Talingkatawunpa,
Tjatjina

Warnman	 Miniilka
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The names reported by these various authors incorporate a number of language groups
and dialects. One aspect which can complicate the naming system is the fact that names
commonly come into and out of use through individual deaths. When a person dies,
their name (or part thereof) and potentially other similar sounding words can become
taboo for varying lengths of time depending on the person's age and circumstances of
death. In these instances a substitute name `lcunmanare is used or another name
selected. This process can effectively change 1 he names given for animals by different
groups or at different times.

There are several names which recur regularly, though the spelling is different in the
various publications. Mulgara (mulgarra) appears to have come originally from the
Ooldea soak region on the northern edge of the Nullarbor plain in South Australia,
while ampurta (amperta) derived from Charlotte Waters and the Simpson Desert areas
of South Australia and the Northern Territory.

I have not come across either of these names during my study. In areas where Western
Desert Block languages are spoken, the name generally applied to mulgaras is murtja
(murrtja, murrja, muritcha) or occasionally aratju, while further to the north in Walpiri
country the name nyarluti (narloodi) has been used. My primary Aboriginal co-worker
from Finke who travelled with me to Charlotte Waters and further south was a
Pitjantjatjara man who used the name murtja.

2.1	 Discussion

Each of the Aboriginal language groups has its own name for mulgaras, and many of
these have been recorded by a number of independent research teams. There appears
to be a smaller group of names in common current use: murtja, nyarluti and ampurta.
The English common name mulgara obviously derives from the original mulgarra from
Ooldea and appears to relate to the proposed species Dascycercus cristicauda (by
locality). There are numerous other names including murtja and nyarluti in current use
which also apply to this species; however, I propose that mulgara be retained as the
accepted common name for this species.

With regard to the proposed Dasycercus hiMeri there appear to be two possible
options for selection of a common name. Finlayson's record of mudagoora from
Wankangurru people (Lake Eyre region) and Finlayson, Spencer and Wood-Jones's
record of ampurta (amperta) from Arrernte and Illyowra languages in the Charlotte
Waters region. Mudagoora appears to be definitely associated with D. hillieri based on
Finlayson's localities and descriptions; however, he believed amperta applied to the
other sub-species based on the pelage colouration of Spencer's specimens.
Nevertheless, based on the genetic analysis reported in this thesis, I believe the
Charlotte Waters specimens to be D. hillieri ,n which case the name amperta also
appears to apply to this species. Given the similarity between mulgara and mudagoora,
I propose that ampurta be selected as the common name for D. hillieri subject to
negotiation and approval with the appropriate Aboriginal communities.
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3.0 Natural history of the mulgara

3.1	 Introduction
Aboriginal people at thirteen communities in the N.T., S.A. and W.A. were
interviewed about mulgaras during this research project. These interviews were
focused on identifying names, localities, life history, habitat preference and causes of
decline. At most of these locations informants assisted by searching for mulgara sign
and showing the author the types of habitats that were used and not used by mulgara.

The approach taken with regard to interviewing Aboriginal informants was based
primarily on previous experience as described in Baker et al. (1993).

The author was known to some of the primary informants for several years prior to
this research commencing. The relevant permits were obtained from Communities and
Land Councils prior to work commencing. AEsurance was given to the community or
council that they would retain ownership and control of their information.

Appropriate pay scales were identified for Aboriginal co-workers based on
recommendations from Aboriginal organisations in Alice Springs and Uluru National
Park and rates were discussed with people prior to work commencing. People from
Mutitjulu, Kintore, Finke (Aputula) and Yuendumu were payed on an hourly or day
rate. Co-workers from Anangu Pitjantjatjara were paid by Anangu Pitjantjatjara as part
of the AP lands biological survey.

Additional information was recorded by S. Peters on my behalf from a group of
women she was visiting at Balgo, W.A. A set of questions and some photographs were
given to Ms Peters which she used as a basis for discussions.. This information was
given voluntarily as was information told to me by Creamy and Irene Ellison at
Meekathara. Both these situations involved informal discussions. The information from
Christmas Creek was sent to K. Johnson (CC\fT) who kindly made it available to me.

Interviews were undertaken preferably on site, i.e. on potential mulgara habitat;
otherwise they were conducted in the camp o community. The interviews were
unstructured and addressed the topic in any way in which the informants were at ease.
Some discussions were based on live specimens, other using names, and others using
museum specimens. Some of these interviews were conducted in an ongoing way over
several years, as we worked together tracking, and searching for mulgara at various
locations.

The information compiled is presented on a regional basis. Most of the people
interviewed by the researcher are western desert language speakers, i.e. Pitjantjatjara,
Yankunytjatjara, Ngaatjatjarra, Ngaanyatjarra, Luritja, or Pintupi, with two Warlpiri
speakers from Yuendumu. The western desert language speakers identified themselves
as Anangu and they shall be referred to this \Nay throughout the remainder of the
thesis.
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3.2 Uluru National Park / Mutitjulu Community
Information was provided by Edith Richards, Maureen Natjuna, Ruth Connelly, Ruth
Sitzler, Marjorie Maringka, Tjukupati, Kunmarlara Captain, Norman Tjakilyiri, Nancy
Unguma, Kunmanara Wongi, Mrs Patterson, Kata Kura, Kunmanara Kanari and
Bernice Panata over a four year period. Sadly three of the oldest people in this group
have since passed away.

3.2.1 Description

Mulgaras are called murtja by Anangu at Mutitjulu Community. They have
occasionally also been identified as arutju but this name is more specifically applied to
the fat-tailed antechinus (Pseudantechinus macdonnellensis). Murtja look similar to
arutju from the rocks, except that their tails are different. Whilst the names can be
interchanged, the actual identification is based on the habitat, i.e. sandplain or rocks.
Thus, mulgaras can be called either murtja or a rutju but they alway live on the
sandplain or sanddune.

Mulgaras were generally described as having a long nose, lots of small sharp teeth and
a black tail. The females have a pouch and Unguma stated that they have around six
nipples in a circular cluster on the lower abdomen. She said that the young hang onto
the nipples and are dragged around.

3.2.2 Life History

Mulgaras are one of the less common animals of the sandplain and sanddune country.
They are usually active at night, but they also dove to sunbake and will come out of
their burrows during the day and stretch out in the warm sand. They have a distinctive
track and burrow and sometimes they create a shelter within a spinifex hummock for
resting in while above ground. They generally leave their droppings near the entrance
to their burrows. [Marks in the sand from mulgaras sunbasking were seen by Richards
and me on several occasions and I was shown a number of spinifex shelters by other
women.]

Mulgaras build their own burrows which have a single entrance with a long straight
tunnel and two very large chambers. Sometimes they redig old goanna burrows and
burrows of other animals instead of starting one of their own. They move frequently to
new burrows, particularly after rain.

The males often have two female partners and only breed once a year, unlike Mingkiri
(small rodents') who do not have partners and in good seasons breed all year round.
Mulgaras are very active during June-July preparing burrows for their young. They dig
extra entrances, tunnels and false entrances when breeding and make a nest of chewed-
up grass and litter. Many new burrows are being dug at this time and you can see the
drag marks in the sand where the females are pulling nesting material into their
burrows. By the end of July to early September the female's tracks are heavy as she is
carrying her young around, and later on you don't see as many tracks because the
young are too heavy and the females can't move around as much.
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3.2.3 Diet
Mulgaras eat small grubs, caterpillars, scorpions, centipedes and crickets; and like
echidnas they eat large numbers of termites. During the summer mulgaras also eat
some plant food and they search for seeds in areas regenerating after fire. Patterson
stated that mulgara sometimes retreat to special areas during droughts and that they
eat a tuber called "Wituka" Boerhavia concinna as a drought food.

After rain many animals including mulgaras dig into the sides of the flatpan termitaria
to eat the termites. After rain, the termites move up to the surface of the termitaria at
night to work on their mounds. This is when mulgaras dig them out. Richards also
implied that the mulgara were digging up larvae, or perhaps the winged alates before
they emerged, rather than just the workers or soldiers.

3.2.4 Habitat classification
Mulgaras live on the sandplain and sanddune country and like making burrows in sandy
areas on the edge of claypans and salt lakes. They will use mulga woodlands if there is
spinifex underneath and it is adjacent to the spinifex sandplain. Mulgaras sometimes
hunt on the sides of sand dunes but this is really the home of small mice and spinifex
hopping mice.

Mulgaras are often found in the same places as great desert skinks (Egernia kintorei),
marsupial moles (Notoryctes typhlops) and woma pythons (Aspidites ramsayi). They
like good healthy spinifex, not the really old spinifex, nor do they like recently burnt
areas. It is important to burn the country properly to give them good areas to live in.
They will hunt along the edges of burnt areas especially after the spinifex starts to
regrow. When the spinifex gets too old the hummocks get too close together making it
hard for mulgaras to run around and there is not as much food for mulgaras amongst
these old hummocks.

At Uluru National Park mulgaras prefer hard spinifex,Triodia basedowii, to the soft
spinifexes Triodia pungens and Plectrachne schinzii because the hummocks are neat
and there are clean spaces between them. The soft spinifexes grow in a messy way
especially when they get old, leaving no clear spaces for the mulgara to move around.
Mulgara also don't like the resin from the soil spinifex on their teeth and there is little
food in this type of spinifex. The great desert skink does not like this type of spinifex
either, but marsupial moles have no particular- preference.

3.2.5 Distribution

After good rain seasons mulgara can be found in many places but during the dry times
they are hard to find. During droughts mulgara are too small to move away and many
of them die. They used to be common around the Park but they are not any more
(1992). The best places to look for them are around Yulara and the Uluru Bus Sunset
Viewing Area.

Some mulgara also live on the Tuit Track about 3-6km east of the community
sewerage pond. Richards and I first saw sign here in 1991 and Richards considered it
to be of only one animal. She felt that it may have been a new animal which had
travelled over from Yulara or it may have been left behind from the mulgara population
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that used to be there prior to a big hail storm in the summer of 1986. This storm
severely slashed and damaged the spinifex and trees on the eastern side of Uluru.
Richards suggested that the storm probably killed off the mulgara and other small
mammals by destroying their habitat and that the mulgara and mingkiri (small rodents)
now resident were new ones, possibly bred from survivors that had been in a safe
burrow protected by the dunes.

Richards also commented that the distributior of mulgaras in the Park is influenced by
the Mala Tjukurpa (rufous hare wallaby law). The Yulara bore area is within the realm
of the Mala Tjukurpa, while the Tuit Track is more influenced by Kuniya (woma
python law) and Richards intimated that this may contribute to the explanation of the
majority of the mulgara living on the Yulara side rather than the Tuit Track side of
Uluru. She suggested that on the Kuniya side there may be too many lizards and
goannas living there for mulgara to live there in any numbers.

Some of the senior women recalled mulgara living in the area behind the Park Ranger
station and also behind the old Inland Motel. 'We searched these areas in July 1991 but
found no sign at either location. The women felt that the spinifex behind the Ranger
station was now too old and the area behind the Inland Motel had been recently burnt.
The women stated that the country further east of Mutitjulu Community (along the
Curtin Springs road) was no good for mulgara as it supported the wrong type of
spinifex. Tiku and Cassidy Uluru reported seeing fresh mulgara sign south of the
Ranger Station in 1993 in an area of robust mature spinifex

Richards reported seeing an active mulgara burrow on the site of the now constructed
observatory within the township of Yulara, just prior to its construction in early 1992.
The area was searched after construction was complete and no sign found. Richards
suggested that there were now too many tourists walking in the area and the mulgara
had moved away. One old burrow was located near the helipad and but no fresh sign
was seen.

In 1992 Richards stated that the spinifex north of the Kata Tjuta viewing platform on
the sandplain was too old for mulgara, which meant that there would be no food and
suggested that the foxes and cats would have finished them off She commented that
the spinifex required burning. Patterson reported sighting a mulgara 15.7km west of
the viewing platform on the southern side of the Kata Tjuta road. The area had been
burnt in 1982 and was dominated by patchy spinifex (Triodia pungens), upside down
plant (Leptosema chambersii) and scattered shrubs and desert oaks (Allocasuarina
decaisneana). Patterson and her daughter saw the mulgara in the afternoon and
believed it was a pregnant female. They tracked it to a burrow but were unable to dig it
out. [In 1991 1 had recorded an inactive burrow in the same location.]

Mrs Patterson stated that in recent times, she and her husband saw mulgara tracks east
of Mantuan- (a rocky range south-west of Kai a Tjuta) in mature spinifex.

3.2.6 Karu Nyitayira (Armstrong Creek)

Ruth Connelly dug up a mulgara during the summer of 1991 on the western side of
Armstrong creek, 63.4km west of Kata Tjuta on the Docker River road. In August
1992 a group of senior Anangu women and I returned to search the area. The site
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where Ruth had dug up the mulgara had been recently burnt and no sign was found.
However, two old foraging sites were located amongst old spinifex on the opposite
side of the road. The Triodia basedowii spinifex was senescent and forming rings.
Fresh and old sign was found at a number of places adjacent to the road back towards
Kata Tjuta in younger robust spinifex. Further S earches to the west from the original
site and along the road to Tjukupati's outstation adjacent to Irving Creek located no
mulgara sign but frequent sign of fox and rabbit . None of the women had ever heard of
or seen mulgara in this area.

3.2.7 Predators
In 1992 Richards noted sign of a fox digging into a mulgara burrow near Connellan
airport and commented that when mulgara are above ground they are chased by foxes,
cats and dingoes and that the mulgara 'run around scared'.

3.2.8 Reasons for decline
Patterson was first shown mulgara by her mother at Mt Davis, and she stated that
mulgara used to be everywhere but disappeared along with the others mammals around
the time when the white doggers came through on their camels. Mrs Patterson
suggested that the animals were all taken away by the white men. [Many of the early
explorers and travellers used Aboriginal people to collect animal specimens which they
took south. In addition there was a strong trade in various animal skins at one time
which Anangu contributed to. This is a commonly held belief by Anangu throughout
the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Lands.]

3.3 Sangster's Bore, Tanami Desert
Information was provided by Darby Tjampijimpa and his wife Ivy from Yuendumu
during a brief field trip to Sangster's Bore to search for mulgara. Darby is a Warlpiri
speaker and used the name Nyalurti for mulgara.

3.3.1 Life History
According to Darby, mulgaras have several burrows and move between them. They
sometimes use other animals' burrows such as goanna burrows. They usually live in
pairs, i.e. male and female. Amongst other things they eat termites.

3.3.2 Habitat preferences

There is no point looking for mulgaras out on the Plectrachne schinzii sand plains
because they would not be there. Their preferred habitat is the Triodia pungens
hummock-form of spinifex found on the sandy rises overlying the drainage line. This is
where Darby took me to look for mulgara. We found fresh burrows, tracks and scats
at several locations. The burrows can be multi- or single-entranced. Sometimes the
giant desert skink, Egernia kintorei, is found in the same areas as mulgaras but this is
not always the case.

3.4 Balgo (Wirri manu), W.A.
This information was collected by S. Peters at Yagga Yagga, an outstation community,
85km south of Balgo near the Stanmore Ranges. The interviews were based around



Plate 1: Women at Yagga Yagga explaining about mulgara tracks and
behaviour.

Photograph by S. Peters.
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mulgara photos and a set of questions that I hal given Ms Peters. The Aboriginal
women interviewed had no difficulty recognising the mulgara from the photographs
(Peters pers. cornm). Most of the talking was done by Payi Payi, Milli Skeen and
Kuniny Nampitjin.

The names given for mulgara were Putjapurru (Kukatja language) and Minyipurru and
Minipanta (both of which are Ngardi language names).

The women said that mulgaras are still eaten here and described how a few years ago,
two sisters (Milli and Kuninyi) had found tracks here at Yagga Yagga. They found a
`love track' i.e. tracks made by a breeding pair, which they followed to a burrow
where they dug up a male and female mulgara. They took them back to camp for
eating and apparently they are good eating with a nice fat tail. There are still plenty of
mulgaras widely distributed in this area. Some of the women had eaten one the
weekend before Peters arrived.

3.4.1 Life History

Mulgaras don't stay in one place long; they like to move around. They have a track
which is a similar size to a bluetongue lizard track. During droughts and fires they
don't die off; they stay in their burrows. They have never disappeared from the Yagga
Yagga/ Balgo area. During hot weather they sit inside their holes, though sometimes
they will also stay in a shelter made up of a shallow scrape under a spinifex hummock.

They dig their own burrows and live by themselves. When they are breeding the pair
run into a burrow and block the entrance against snakes. They have a litter of around
7-10.

3.4.2 Diet

They eat termites, flowers and two types of tubers; one which is called Tjakutakuta is
from the love vine Cassytha filiformis and the other is called Tjilili or bush shampoo,
possibly Cassytha capillaris.

3.4.3 Habitat preferences

The mulgara live in the sandhills and the sandplain country covered with hard spinifex.
Some of the women took Ms Peters to a sandplain close to the outstation and showed
her the tracks and burrows.

3.5 Witjira National Park, S.A.
Three Aboriginal people from Finke (Aputula) Community accompanied me on a short
trip to Charlotte Waters and Witjira National Park in 1992: Toby Ginger (a
Pitjantjatjara man) who is a traditional owner For Kanpi further to the west, his wife
whose traditional country is around Dalhousie, and Toby's sister, Sarah who is a
traditional owner for country around New Crown Station and Dalhousie.

Toby used the names murtja or arutju for mulgara. Sarah and Toby's wife were not
familar with the animal and knew no names fcr it.
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3.5.1 Life History

Mulgaras have one burrow and move around a lot searching for food. Toby was
uncertain about their diet but thought perhaps it included grubs.

3.5.2 Habitat preferences
Mulgaras live on the spinifex sandplains and s And dunes. They can sometimes be found
on the crest of dunes where there is a thicket of spinifex, but not when it is open sand.
At times they can also be found in the mulga or mallee on sandplains which is often
good tracking country. They can be found in a range of spinifex ages, occasionally in
post fire regrowth and sometimes in old spinifex.

On the way to Witjira National Park, we passed through Charlotte Waters [the site
locality for a number of early mulgara collections, especially those of Spencer].
Charlotte Waters is situated on a large gibber plain. Toby said that historically this
plain had supported lots of bluebush but that 1 he cattle and rabbits ate it all. The rabbits
used to squat under the bushes.

3.5.3 Distribution
Toby was bitten on the finger by a mulgara when he was a young boy at Kanpi. His
sister, Sarah, who was in her forties, has never seen one, nor has Toby's wife (in her
fifties)

According to Toby, mulgaras used to be very common on the sandplains south of
Kanpi and they were eaten by people. They are not around any more. They
disappeared the same time as the other sandp lain-dwelling bilbies, golden bandicoots,
numbats and rufous hare wallabies. Toby had seen all of these animals when he was a
young boy.

No sign of mulgaras had ever been seen around Witjira National Park by Toby or his
family. They all suggested that the best place to search would be around Camel bore
northeast of Finke towards Anadado Station.

3.6 Kintore
Aboriginal people living in Kintore are primarily Pintupi and Luritja speakers. They
recognised mulgaras as murtja. They used to eat lots of mulgaras but now do so only
occasionally. People now prefer to hunt cats and will walk a long way to get one.
There are also two bilby colonies within walking distance of Kintore. Most people in
the Community were very familar with mulgaras.

Informants were Cameron, Mrs Bennett, Jon Jon Bennett, Nanupai, Walankura,
Barney Campbell, Punji, and George Tjunkari's wife. Ralph and Chris Schwarz (school
teachers;) also provided information they had received.

3.6.1 Life History

A group of the women took me to an outstation north of Kintore (Desert Bore) where
they quickly located and dug up a mulgara burrow. They caught a female with five
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pouch young. The burrow was multi-entranced and there were another three burrows
nearby. They continued digging to find the male but could not locate him.

Mulgaras make lots of burrows and they move around a lot. These burrows are single-
entranced. They make a separate multi-entranced burrow for nesting and raising
young. When the females have young they are riot so active, and this is not a good time
to be tracking mulgaras. Mulgaras live by themselves or with their young except during
the breeding season when they pair off and live together for a while. Sometimes the
male stays around until the female has small pouch young. When the female is due to
deliver she closes up the entrance of the burrow to protect herself. She usually has
around 5 pink young which she carries around.

During good seasons mulgaras are very common, but during droughts they can be hard
to find. They just stay in one place and don't travel around a lot during droughts.
However, after good rains they are really active and move around in the open,
travelling. When there are heavy rains the mulgaras leave their burrows on the
sandplains and move up onto the dunes to get away from the water.

3.6.2 Habitat preferences

Kintore community is built on a spinifex sandplain that extends in all directions with
sand dunes commencing to the north, west and south around 15-20km away. The
habitat changes to mulga woodland with perennial grasses at the Ehrenberg Hills
around 120km east of Kintore and continues for around 130km further to the east. The
mulgaras live on the spinifex sandplain, but do not like recently burnt and revegetating
country. They like to have spinifex around and prefer the sandplains to the dunes.

3.6.3 Distribution

Mulgaras are quite common around Kintore Community, mainly on the better watered
areas around the base of the hills in between the mulga woodland and the spinifex
sandplain.

Cameron stated that Kintore and the surrounding area is mulgara country. They can be
found to the west through to Kiwikurra (W.A border) to Well 33 on the Canning
Stock Route. They are also north of Kintore to the northern side of Lake Mackay. To
the east their distribution stops at Ehrenberg hills (Illypilli) around 120km east of
Kintore and their range is very limited to the south. He stated:

" Murtja cannot leave here; in droughis they must stay here, this is their
country, there is nowhere else to go. After good rains they might travel a bit to
the east and south and extend their range north and west, but they will only go
halfway and get homesick and come back."

Anangu said the best location for finding mulgaras at Kintore is around the base of the
ranges including Mt Strickland. Some mulgaras that have been caught and brought into
the community have come from within the community living area. The access road to
Kintore and the airstrip are other good locations for finding mulgaras. Apparently the
best place to go hunting for cats is where there are the most mulgaras.
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There are some rabbits and foxes in the area but not many. Numbers do increase after
good rain seasons; however, there had been very little rain in the five years prior to
1992.

3.7 Meekatharra, W.A.
In October 1993, I interviewed Creamy and Irene Ellison. Creamy is a contractor who
works on fencing, mining, kangaroo shooting arid bore work. He works intermittently
for Resolute Mining Company and when he heard we were looking for mulgaras he
offered to provide some information. Creamy did not have a name for them; however,
he had heard the name murtja but was not sure if it was correct.

3.7.1 Life History

Creamy believes that there are two related spec: es, one with a black tail which sits up
like a little kangaroo (mulgara). The other has a short, dumpy, and less hairy tail and
lives up amongst the rocks on the hills and ranges (Pseudantechinus macdonellensis).
They both have pouches.

He has seen mulgaras most commonly at the end of winter and has only ever seen one
animal at a time. He doesn't see them near waterholes, but in the open. He recognised
the mulgara from my photographs and also recognised the scats and burrows from
photographs. Creamy stated that he had seen burrows like this in the spinifex areas.
The mulgaras move around in a jumping pattern. He has seen a few up close and he
found one under a rock in a hole at Calura Station which was really aggressive when
cornered.

3.7.2 Distribution

Creamy has seen mulgaras at a number of localities including the Battle Mountain
airstrip near Plutonic Mine and Calara Station on the hardpan watershed areas when he
has been spotlighting for kangaroos. Other areas where he has seen them are on a
stony open plain near Simpson well east of Plutonic Mine, near Penny's Crossing
approximately 10km west of Battle Mountain and around 30km west of the Maryrnia
camp. At this last site he watched a mulgara eating grasshoppers. This was in
scattered open mulga on stony soil.

Creamy believes that mulgaras are widespread ; as he has seen them intermittently
during the 20 years he has been kangaroo shooting. He believes that foxes eat
mulgaras and that they are a real problem in th3 Meekatharra area. When there are lots
of foxes around, he doesn't see mulgaras; how ever, since there has been 1080 baiting,
there are more mulgaras around. There are also more cats around now than there used
to be.

Creamy also once found a dead mulgara in a bore hole at Yakkabindi (south of
Wiluna).

3.8 Anangu Pitjantjatjara lands
The Anangu Pitjantjatjara lands (AP lands) incorporate a large part of the north -
western section of South Australia, stretching from west of the Stuart Highway to the
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Western Australian border. As part of a series of biological surveys being conducted at
communities across the lands, Anangu searched numerous areas for tracks and sign of
animals including mulgaras. Interviews were conducted on site and in camp.

Senior Anangu from Mimili, Fregon, Ernabella, Nyapari, Kanpi, Kalka and Pipalyatjara
communities and associated homelands were interviewed. A museum skin of a mulgara
was used at times; however, it was a very poor specimen with odd markings from
being trapped and a very thin tail. Most people were confused by the skin; however,
some did recognise it as a mulgara. At other times people readily recognised the name
murtja, and immediately described it as a spinifex sandplain resident.

All Anangu interviewed (around 40 people) staled that mulgaras disappeared from the
vicinity of the Mann, Musgrave and Everard Ranges around the same time as all of the
medium sized mammals, somewhere around the 1950's. No sign of mulgara was
located on any of the sites searched.

3.8.1 Life History
Mulgaras don't move away during droughts and many of them die off. After good
rains their numbers build up again. They dig their own burrows. The females have a
pouch. They used to be eaten by Anangu and NN ere probably hunted by cats, foxes and
dingoes.

3.8.2 Habitat preferences
Mulgaras prefer spinifex sandplains and sometimes the dunes and they do not like
recently burnt areas.

3.8.3 Distribution
Anangu stated that mulgaras used to be found on the spinifex sandplains and that it is
possible that they may still be around further scuth but no-one had seen one since they
were young children.

Traditional owners at Kanpi and Nyapari Communities stated that mulgaras used to be
found in the Ilpin area living in the spinifex. They also stated that the mulgaras from
this area were smaller than the museum skin, and postulated that the skin came from
further to the east.

A strong theme for the disappearance of the medium-sized mammals from the AP
lands, including the mulgara, was that they disappeared during a really severe drought.
Many senior people recall that there were two very severe droughts close together,
around the1930 - 1950's. These droughts were so severe that the trees were
completely bare and all the grasses including the spinifex were dead. People had to
move off their country to missions like Ernabella to survive and they stayed away from
their country for several years. When they returned all that was left were rabbits, cats,
foxes, dingoes and some possums, euros and rock wallabies. All of the other medium
sized mammals were gone and they never returned.
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3.9 Christmas Creek
Pat Lowe (pers. comm.) reported that her companion, Jimmy, located tracks of a pair
of mulgaras approximately 100km south-west of Christmas Creek in 1993. This was
the first time he had seen sign of them in seven years at this location. From the tracks,
he noted that the pair were mating, and had become 'tied' at one point, like mating
dogs.

4.0 Discussion
When the information provided by the various Aboriginal communities is considered
there are a number of aspects that are generally agreed on by all parties. A broad
overview to highlight the major points on life history and habitat preferences can be
summarised as follows:

Mulgaras generally use more than one burrow it a time, moving around between them
and they will redig and use other animals burrows. They also move and establish new
burrows frequently, especially during good seasons. During the non-breeding season
they tend to build single-entranced burrows and live as solitary individuals. During the
breeding season the males and females pair up, though in some instance the males may
have two female partners. During this time they dig multi-entranced burrows and
prepare nesting material with chewed grass and litter. When they are mating and when
the young are due to be born they block the entrances to the burrow to prevent
predators from attacking them.

Although mulgaras rely on living in burrows, they like to sunbake and will spread
themselves out on the warm sand. They also use shelters under spinifex hummocks.

Mulgaras are not found in all types of spinifex, and within different regions are
particular about the type of spinifex they live in. They prefer the sandplains and swales
of dune systems, but will use spinifex/mulga and dune crests with spinifex on the crest.
In some areas they move off the sandplains or to the dunes during heavy rains. Around
the Meekathara area they are seen on open hardpan soils and stony plains, but the
burrows are in the spinifex.

Mulgaras prefer a spinifex age class that provides robust well formed hummocks with
clear open spaces between the hummocks. T1-ey have a dislike for old senescent
spinifex, particularly where the hummocks meld together in messy groups which
obliterate the clear open spaces. They also dislike freshly burnt areas or areas with very
young spinifex, although they will forage along the edge between the burnt and
unburnt areas. It is important to burn the spinifex country properly to provide habitat
for mulgaras.

During good seasons mulgaras are very active and move around a lot. They eat
termites, grubs, insects and some plant food. During droughts they don't move away;
some stay in their burrows but many of them die. Some people noted that certain plant
tubers are used as a drought food and one irCormant said that the mulgaras retreated to
special refuge areas during drought.
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Mulgaras are still common in the northern parts of the arid zone, particularly after
good rains. In these areas they are still hunted by Aboriginal people for food and are
also eaten by cats, foxes and dingoes. The mulgara's distribution becomes more
restricted further south and it seems that they disappeared from the southern parts of
their range around the 1950s. The two main reasons for the decline of mulgaras in
these areas were the extraordinary droughts of the 1930-1950s and as a result of
European men taking them away for specimen collections or as part of the skin trade.
The presence of high fox numbers was also mentioned by one informant as affecting
mulgara abundance and distribution.

5.0 Conclusion
Based on the available information on Aboriginal names for the proposed two
species, Dasycercus cristicauda and D. hilheri , I suggest that mulgara be retained as
the English common name for D. cristicauda and ampurta be adopted for D. hillieri
subject to the appropriate approvals by Aboriginal communities and scientific
organisations.

In Chapter 1 I identified a number of key questions that addressed the primary
objectives of my research. The Aboriginal knowledge collated in this Chapter can be
addressed to these questions:

1. Have mulgara declined in distribution or abundance over time?
Mulgaras have declined in distribution, and in fact have disappeared from the

southern parts of the arid zone, particularly the AP Lands. In the areas where mulgara
are still resident, their numbers and distribution fluctuate according to whether there
are good seasons or droughts.

2. Is the current recognition of two sub-species correct?
One group of Anangu from the AP lands believed the mulgara skin from the South

Australian Museum must have come from further to the east because it was a larger
animal than the one which lived in their area. I did not have the opportunity to
interview or work with many people in the Simpson Desert area so this aspect was not
fully addressed.

3. If the mulgara has declined in distribution, is it due to the restriction of
populations to limited habitats or other threat processes?

All groups interviewed identified the requirement for burning spinifex to ensure the
appropriate growth stages of spinifex were available for mulgaras to live in. The major
factors which made habitat unsuitable were allowing the spinifex to become too
senescent, and the fact that mulgaras used only the edges of recently burnt areas.

Major droughts were identified as one of the major factors in the disappearance of
mulgaras from the AP lands along with the taking of specimens and skins by European
people.

Predation by foxes was also mentioned as a. factor affecting the survival of
mulgaras in certain areas.
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4. What management recommendations can be made to protect and enhance
existing populations?

Appropriate fire management practices were identified as important for providing
the proper habitat for mulgaras.

The information provided by my Aboriginal co-workers on the natural history of
mulgaras provided a strong frame-work upon which to build other components of my
research.
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